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to50 percent ofwhite-collarworkers, orroughly 26millionworkers, could
work at home with computer support at least part time (Harkness 1977).
They advertise telework asa magicnostrum for organizations, with some
predictingthat inthe 1990s up to 40 percentof work will betelework (Kelly
and Carpenter, cited by Kraut 1987). The claimed benefits include great
economic savings for both employers and employees. Employers should
save through lowered facilities costs. Workers should save through low
ered commuting and child care costs. The claimed benefits also include
higher-qualitywork—achieved by reducing the distractions of the office
and letting peoplework during their peak performance hours instead of
during an arbitrary office schedule. Worker satisfaction is supposed to
increase because employees have more time with their families or the
opportunity to livein desirable locations far fromthe workplace. Despite
the hyperbole, the actual number of full-time teleworkers remains small. A
consulting firm specializing in telework estimated that there were only
about ten thousand full-time teleworkers in the United States in 1984
(Electronic Services Unlimited 1987). More commonly, professionals use
telework to augment office hours, not to substitute for them (Kraut
1987:121; Perin in press). That is,people first put ina full day at theoffice
and then do telework in the evenings and weekends from home. Home
work for professionals isnotnew; electronic communication simply makes
it possible to increase the kinds of work professionals do at home.

With all the apparent benefits of telework, why is itnotmore popular?
Ontheemployer's side, the big problem iscontrol—both performance and
social control. Security, or protecting the integrity of company files and
data, seems not to beso big an issue. For clerical workers, performance
control can beaccomplished straightforwardly bymonitoring the rate and
quality of output in files transmitted back to the employer. Monitoring
performance is more difficult for professional workers working athome.
Often professional workhas long-term projects with few explicit bench
marks. When progress is difficult to measure hourly, managers may feel
uneasy ifthey can't literally see their people atwork. Allstay-at-homes pose
problems of social control for employers. Home-based workerssee fewer
reminders oflarger corporate goals and identity than doworkers physically
present in the workplace. They can learn less from more experienced or
successful workers. They are less likely to pick up on subtle cues about
company culture. They are less easily managed because they encounter
none of the subtle, implicit, and indirect mechanisms in the physical
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workplace that influence employees' behavior. Attributes of electronic
communication that allow people to feel freer in their communication,
while a benefit to open communication, can become a drawback to social
control. The relative lack of status cues in electronic communication means

that supervisors who want or needto invoke theirauthority to influence
employees mustdo soexplicitly. Thiscanbedistasteful to supervisors who
would prefer to relyon implicitmeans to remind othersof their position.

For the stay-at-homes, work entails less direct supervision, greater
informality, greater ability to set hours,and more flexibility incombining
personal errands andwork. In otherwords, there are looser connections
between employer andworker(Becker 1986). However, people may have
romanticized theexpected homelife benefits andunderestimated thecareer
costs. For some parents the workplace may represent a welcome refuge
fromthe demandsof smallchildren. This is probablytrue more forclerical
workers than for professional workers. When thelatter workathome, they
more often have aseparate home office and child care help. Internal career
mobility is lower among people who are unable to participate in the
informal contact networks that operate in the workplace. Further, for
professionals in our society, work provides asubstantial measure ofself-
identity. Going tothe office is an important component of that identity. It
takes astrong person tosustain that identity in isolation from peers and the
social contextof work.Oneteleworker, aprofessional writer, described his
deep chagrin when he went in tothe editorial office, something he did about
once a month. A coworker greeted himand asked seriously, "Didn't you
used to work here?"

Conclusion

Computer-based communication technology increases control for some
remote workersbut decreases it for others. In neither case iscommunica
tion between officeandworkera simple matterof information exchange.
Communication can't be separated from who is in charge of the giving,
receiving, content, and use ofwhat is communicated. Information control
is tied toother forms of power and influence. When wechange information
control using technology, we also change the conditions for other control
relationships in the organization.

Computer networks give people access, in principle, to ever increasing
information aboutothers. The potential for access canbeabused bypeople
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who snoop in others' mail files or access databases containing personal
information. Computer-based communications technology could be used
to collect data automatically and provide statistical reports on how
employees spend their time away from the office, when and where they
travel, who they talk to, what they read, how they spent their money, and
how healthy they are. Current laws and regulations do not cover all the
possibilities because lawmakers must continually try to catch up to
advances in computer and communication capabilities.3

Most policy analyses of computer-based technology ignore the politics
of information exchange that influence the control dimension of com
munication in comparison with a narrowly task-oriented one (National
Research Council 1989). As we have seen, information has strategic
significance thatcan influence thechoice of communication technology—
itsdesign, policies governing its use, andits actual use(Pfeffer 1978;Burns
1989). These strategic choices affect control over information, perfor
mance, and social influence.
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Designing Information Procedures

It is saidof a former president of Harvard that heranthe whole place with
the aidof a secretary and a littleblack book in which he kept the namesof
the faculty, the subjects they taught, and their salaries. That was all the
information he needed to make sensible educational policies. Most orga
nizations today arelarger, morecomplicated,and morediversified than the
college of sixty years ago. No one person witha notebookcan manage the
information necessary to make intelligent decisions for an entire organi
zation. When information exchanges in organizations are routine and
repetitive, information procedures can help regularize them. Computers
can help in this process. An evenmoreinteresting possibility is to design
information procedures for nonroutine information exchange. In this
chapter we take up routine and nonroutine information exchange in turn.
Whilesomewouldconsiderelectronic data interchange (EDI) animportant
example of electronic routine behaviors, we defer its discussion until
chapter 8 because we emphasize its contribution to changing organiza
tional structures.

7 i Information Procedures

One hundredyears ago,a lieutenant newly assigned to the U.S. Bureau of
Pensions found that congressmenwho asked forinformation about the war
service ofconstituents hadto waitsixmonths forananswer. Oneyear after
Lieutenant Ainsworth's arrival, congressmen had their answers within
twenty-four hours. The instrument of thisrevolution wasthecard indexing
procedure that Lieutenant Ainsworth devised (Morison 1966:45-66).
Lieutenant Ainsworth summarized each man's service record on a card

having specific categories for information about men, places, time, and
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money. The cards had a standard format that could be read and sorted
easily. They could be alphabetized by name, ordered chronologically by
beginning or length of service,or categorized by state.With the card index,
the bureau could store the information it received from many places,
organize it, file it accessibly, and retrieve it as needed. Sources and
recipients of information communicated easily and efficiently. It was a
scheme within which the government community could act sensibly and
cooperatively.

Information procedures make it possible to summarize,synthesize,and
share vast amounts of information. Suppose A and B are a source and
recipient of information, respectively. For situations thatare repetitive and
explicit, reporting andrequesting procedures—progress reports, financial
statements, tax forms, invoices, library book requests, purchase orders,
billings, credit checks—move information efficiently andreliably from A
to B. In eachcase,A and Barespecifiedin advance; sourcesand recipients
know eachothers' identities.The information they exchange isabstracted
andorganized incategories thatare also specified inadvance. InLieutenant
Ainsworth's time, these information procedures werecarriedout on paper.
Paper has many advantages over talk alone. Withpaper, people don'thave
to remember information; it resides in external memory and remains
accessible over time. It can be passed from A to B, or from A through
various other people to B. Alsopaper triggers activity. When paper arrives
on their desks, A and B are supposed to act. Bycontrolling paper, people
controlinformation and behavior. Today the information andthe control
may be in a computer rather than on paper. For the navy, today the
equivalent of Lieutenant Ainsworth's card index is 26 million lines of
Cobol code (Patrick Larkey, personal communication, April 3,1989).

Routines via Computer
Automating information procedures with computers can improve the
coordination of people and organizational units. For instance, manually
scheduling work loads for people such as pilots, police officers, and nurses
isanawkward and slow task. Administratorshaveto juggle organizational
requirements (such ascovering holidays and factoring in seniority privi
leges) and unusual circumstances (such asunexpected illness orequipment
breakdown), while also treating employees fairly. Scheduling procedures
are notorious for inflexibility and for the disputes they provoke. Com
puter-based scheduling can be even more infuriating, since clerks can
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blame "the computer" for inequities or bad outcomes. On the other hand,
a computer can be programmed to collect detailed work preferences from
employees, to match these preferences with administrative requirements,
and to propose schedules that best meet everyone's wishes.

A hospital in Pittsburghis developinga scheduling program for nursing
staff that allows nursesto touch acalendaron acomputer screento indicate
which hours and days they want to work and do not want to work. The
program collates the preferences and calculates and reports to the nurse
administrator a schedule that best fits both hospital requirements and
nurse preferences. The reportalsolists thenurses andgraphically showsthe
administrator how well the schedule meetseach nurse's preferences. This
procedure could be carried out manually. Airlines, for example, have a
manual system for pilots that works on a principle similar to the nursing
system; however, the procedure iscostlyandinefficient. British Airways is
developing a computernetwork andset of programs that willcollect bids
from pilots as to when they want to fly or fill a vacancy in the schedule
(Benson, Ciborra, andProffirt 1990). With anetworked system, pilots are
free to bid for slots regardless of their physical locationand to tradeslots
with otherpilots even if they don't know them personally.

Computer-based information procedures also can increase efficiency in
coordinating large project groups such as large software systems projects.
Unlike small committees or formal organizational units, large project
groups often experience formidable coordination difficulties stemming
from their size,complexity, and unpredictable or uncertain task. The task
cannot bedecomposed with parts ofthe project proceeding independently;
each piece of the system must mesh perfectly with the others (Curtis,
Krasner, and Iscoe 1988; Kraut and Streeter 1990). A recent major
disruption of the AT&T long-distance network shows how interactions
among modules introduced while updating a software system to give it
more capabilities can have disastrous, unanticipated consequences (Travis
1990). The combination of size, uncertainty, and required integration
requires special coordination techniques that may not be necessary in
smaller or more standardized manufacturing or office situations.

Routine information procedures have been developed to alleviate co
ordination problems in software development: written documentation,
data flow modeling languages, requirements specification languages, and
formal project management to trackandmonitorthedevelopment process.
In formal project management, each stage of development is specified in
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advance, has well-defined products and milestones, and requires tests to
ensure that the pieces do what they are supposed to do. All code and
documents are under change control. Nothing can be written without
design reviews; codecan't betestedbefore codewalk-throughs; changes or
errorcorrectionscan't be made without issuingmodification requests; no
piece of code goes to system testwithoutan integration test. The general
manager of IBM's Federal Systems Center, reviewing theHouston Manned
Space Center, reports being "appalled" by the "sheer bureaucracy" of a
formal development system until he visitedother siteswhere the process
wasless formal andthe projects were "out of control" (Fox 1982). Formal
procedures are necessary, butthey impose an extra burden: increased staff,
increased communication, and increased project information. Fox esti
mates that50percent of thecostof large projects is for planning, checking,
scheduling, management, and control. Many software systems projects
have begun to use computer-based communications to reduce these costs.

Some projects use computer-based communications tostore and process
change orders; the computer notonly automates the changes needed but
also the documentation and reporting of change (Reddy 1990). With
computer-based communication, some kinds of errors are harder to
overlook. It isharder to forget to notify people of changes affecting them.
Networked databases can be constructed that keep track of project
schedules and specifications over time. There are also on-line electronic
forms for documenting code, ordering supplies, and so forth. People can
runautomated consistency checks on a formal specification document or
usea modification request tracking system to trigger management inter
vention when aproject schedule slips. There are also newelectronic projea
services. The "expert locator" queries documents in thecorporate database
to find experts for people on the topics that concern them. An alerting
service can monitor project information such as changing requirements
and can send messages automatically to the subunits that should know
aboutthechanges. Alerting messages can bemade to trigger communica
tion of other information, such as new documents, promotions and
reorganizations, travel reservations,meetingnotices, and resultsofcustomer
or market tests (Kraut and Streeter 1990).

Robert Kraut andLynn Streeter atBell Communications Research, who
are studying the effects of manual and electronic information procedures
inover 150different software systems groups, have confirmed that both
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large project size and taskuncertainty aresignificant barriers to coordina
tion. They have found that projects that use routine information proce
dures such as change control significantly reduce the negative effects of
large size on coordination.

fl) Limitations of Routine Information Procedures

Despite their power and ubiquity andeven when they are intended to be
individualized, asare the new nursing staff and pilot scheduling systems,
routine reporting andrequesting information procedures have some short
comings. Sometimes Aand Bcannot be specified inadvance. Bmay not
know that Ahas potentially useful information, orAmay not know that
Bneeds it.Ifeither knew ofthe other's need orcapability, he orshe would
gladly exchange the information. Organizations do have some procedures
for these situations. For instance, routine scanning procedures such as
reading acompany newsletter allow Btolook for ill-specified information
from possible sources (Mintzberg 1973; Keegan 1974). Routine distribution
procedures such asposting notices on bulletin boards allow Atoannounce
information to anyone who might be interested. Still, these procedures
typically are less reliable than reporting and requesting procedures. A
variant ofthe unknown sources and recipients shortcoming occurs when
Aand Bare unwilling to share information. Perhaps the information is
personally valuable, sensitive, or strategic. Sometimes it is in theinterests
ofboth parties toleave asituation as fuzzy, amorphous, and undefined as
possible. In his report on military avionics repair facilities, Kmetz (1984)
provides an example ofunwillingness to share information that is wide
spread in manufacturing. Because parts are frequently unavailable at the
time they are needed, repair people keep unofficial stockpiles ofthem. They
hide these partssoemployees from theparts departmentcan'tdemand their
return. Meanwhile, people in the parts department don't tell repair people
about expected shortages because that would provoke repair people to
stockpile even more. Unwillingness to share information is prevalent in
culturally sensitive or personally taboo areas involving prejudices and
preconceptions, and when the area is merely a new one that could be
seriously distorted by using old definitions and old solutions.

Asecond shortcoming in routine information sharing procedures occurs
when categories for describing and abstracting information cannot be
specified in advance. This state characterizes novel, puzzling, and ambigu-
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ous situations (Suchman 1988). In these cases, simply coming to under
stand what the question is often is the most important step. James March
gives an example:
[It] beganwith abroadsiderequest from ascientisttohiscolleagues. He was seeking
acopyofabook that he had found unavailable in the library. Shortly, several people
responded indicating where he could find acopy of the book. One reply was
different, however. It came from a librarian who complained that the original
request was badly formulated. What he sought was not aspecific book but some
information that was known tobecontained in the book. Had the scientist asked
the librarian (information retrieval specialist) for the information, he would have
been directed to several other sources, available inthe library, that contained the
specific information he desired. Atrivial exchange, to be sure, but areminder that
our search for information is heavily influenced byour views of the structure of
information; and several centuries of a book-based information system have
influenced our ways of thinking about knowledge and obtaining access to it.
(March 1987:25)

Kraut and Streeter say that the same principle applies to large software
systems projects. That is, routine information procedures tend to reinforce
existing information categories. They are appropriate and helpful for
coordination problems involving expected, usual information. They are
inappropriate for coordination problems caused by uncertainty oftask,
changing requirements and pressures, disputes among people, and other
nonroutine events. When categories cannot be specified in advance, people
have to"talk things out" using their own words and their own experiences
to come to understand what information they need orcan share.

One hope for computer networked databases has been that exposing
more people to organizational information would broaden their base of
knowledge. More knowledge would lead to thinking more broadly.
Networked databases can be made accessible tomany people and can offer
them more hard information than meetings or written documents can.
More people can contribute to the shared information pool. Problems of
size may be partly overcome through efficient coding and search mecha
nisms. Yet most database systems resemble routine paper reporting and
requesting procedures. They "know" only the information the organiza
tion wanted to collect, collect only what can be measured, and measure
only what can be defined.1 Therefore they tend to focus attention on old
rather than new kinds of information and ideas.

Athird shortcoming ofroutine information procedures is that they can
become too important. Reputations, careers, and organizational battles
can revolve around procedures. Following the rules can become more
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important than getting the job done. Morison (1966) gives an example
from the nineteenth-century British Navy. In those days all shipsatsea were
required toconduct firing practice atleast once ayear and send areport of
this practice toLondon. No seamen liked this regulation. Ittook up awhole
day, dirtied the guns, and so forth. One ship delayed until the lastday, when
the men discovered that water leaking through the hatches of the ammu
nition storehouse had ruined the powder supply. What to do about the
report due at the Admiralty? First, the gunnery officer ordered the
deteriorated powder to be jettisoned. Then he filled in the Admiralty forms
with some imaginary scores for the various guns. He tore the report in little
pieces, put them into an Admiralty dispatch box with six cockroaches, and
sent the box tothe Admiralty headquarters. Ayear later the ship received
adispatch from London requesting another copy of the target practice
report because cockroaches had destroyed the original. Back to London,
eventually, wentword that the gunnery officer had been transferred to
another ship and apparently had taken the report with him.

Carried to an extreme, procedures can become an autonomous world, a
world in which there is no gunnery report, not because sailors neglected
gunnery practice, but because there were cockroaches. All organizations
need routine information procedures to ensure efficiency and coordina
tion. Procedures create a consistent information environment, a stable
culture, and stable roles. But they also can create too much emphasis on
efficiency, responsiveness, and consistency. Organizations are loosely
coupled systems thathave two essential aspects: the connections among the
individuals and subunits—the ways they work as an interdependent
whole—and the individual people and subunits that have unique contri
butions to make (Thompson 1967; Weick 1976; Orton and Weick 1990).
Information procedures like scheduling programs and formal management
procedures in software projects standardize, routinize, and smooth in
formation exchange. They reinforce the connectivity aspect of organiza
tions; they contribute tothe responsiveness ofpeople and departments to
one another rather than to their uniqueness. To preserve the unique
contributions individuals can make, and also toattract and keep valuable
employees whodesire autonomy, organizations also need tomaintain their
"looseness." This may be especially true oforganizations facing rapidly
changing competitive environments; they must reinforce initiative and
adaptivity (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Manning 1979).
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Encouraging Information Sharing

Indealing with uncertain situations—that is, inmuch of life and work—
people exchange information through informal communication (Ouchi
1980; Stohl and Redding 1987; Kraut etal. in press). Informal communi
cation happens in hallway conversations, business meetings, lunch, and
squash games. It is spontaneous and interactive; it takes place with the
participants who happen tobe present and talk about whatever occupies
themat the time. Noneof these isscheduled inadvance. Thecommunica
tion lacks prespecified categories and sources or recipients of information.
People do not execute courses of action without modification. They work
out courses of action that fit the circumstances. Also, they can express
emotion more readily than they can in most routine, formal communica
tions.

Informal communication isthe primary way thatnew information flows
into and through organizations. Itis particularly valuable in large projects
and research and development, enterprises marked by uncertainty (Pelz
and Andrews 1976; Adams 1976; Allen 1977;Tushman 1977; Von Hippel
1987). Recently researchers from the Harvard Business School compared
automobile development projects inJapan, the United States, and Western
Europe (Clark, Chew, and Fujimoto 1987). Their study revealed several
factors accounting for why Japan leads the United States and Europe in its
ability to get products to market efficiently. Two of the most important
factors were leadership and communication. The most efficient develop
ment teams, which were mainly Japanese, showed a pattern of strong
project leadership and intensecommunication throughout the development
process. One advantage of intense communication was that different
aspects ofaproject could be carried out in parallel rather than sequentially.
Overlapping, parallel activities allow a project to proceed rapidly. But
without ongoing communication and information transfer, overlapping
activities lead to mistakes and pursuit of poor alternatives and to more
work hours tocorrect problems. Japanese projects were highly overlap
ping, but the teams used intense formal and informal information transfer
both within R8cD and between R&D and production. This allowed for
coordination while preventing too many surprises that could delay the
project. U.S. projects were somewhat overlapping, and the teams did hold
formal meetings, but they did not communicate much informally. Euro-
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pean teams communicated informally but did not overlap activities.
Perhapsasa result,Japanesedelayswere one-sixth of the planned introduc
tion date compared to the one-half and one-third delays of the U.S. and
European teams, respectively.

Informal communication, at least in the senseof the hallway conversa
tion, isn't always feasible. It becomes more feasible if some of the burden
of informal communication can be shifted to the same electronic networks

used for routine, formal information transfer. Potentially the computer-
based communication technologies wehave discussed inthisbooksupport
procedures that permit andencourage informal communication. Despite
the loss of management control this may represent, some organizations
have devised procedures to leverage electronic mail technologies in this
direction.

(\) Does Anybody Know?
"Does anybody know . . . ?" is a common phrase in organizations—
typically heard in informal encounters inoffice hallways, before meetings
begin, at the watercooler, coffeepot,and lunchrooms. In the termsof the
general information procedure, one person asks asearch question that may
bevague or ambiguous. Usually theasker isseeking a piece of current or
arcane information, not easily found in official documents. The audience
for such questions usually knows theasker and issympathetic orat least
tolerant because the behavior is conventional, the questions are not
onerous, and answerers themselves may one day need to ask a question.

In theconventional world, iftheasker's acquaintances cannot provide an
answer, theasker isstymied. Butwithelectronic communication, theasker
has access toamuch broader pool of information sources. Anoceanogra-
pher broadcast amessage to an electronic network ofoceanographers: "Is
it safe and reasonable to clamp equipment onto a [particular type of
insulating] wire?" The official instructions said, "Do not clamp." Right
away the sender got several messages from other places saying, "Yes, we
do it all the rime, but you have to use the following typeof clamp." The
oceanographer did not know the people who responded andwould never
have encountered them in a face-to-face setting, but through electronic
communication, he benefited from theirknowledge andexperience. Folk
lore isan important partofscience and technology, consistingofidiosyncratic
information about howequipment really worksand whattricks youhave
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to know to get the experiment to come out right. It never appears in journal
articles or manuals, and it is typically conveyed by word of mouth. With
electronic communication, folklore can be more broadly accessible.

We described in chapter 2 the product developer with a new idea for a
productwhoreceived 150replies frompeople hehadnevermet.Hedidnot
have to know in advance who would have helpful information nor did they
have to know in advance that their advice would be wanted. The electronic

version of the does-anybody-know procedure is common on extensively
usednetworks.Inthegeneral reporting andrequesting procedure, it means
thatanyBhas potential access to anextremely large number of A's.With
a small amountof organizational effort, it is possible to leverage the does-
anybody-know procedure to increase its utility. One potential difficulty
comes from readers who don't know answers or don't want to read
questions. These readers can be alienated if they continually confront
unwanted questions. Some organizations remedy this potential problem by
asking people to identify their does-anybody-know questions with a"??"
signal in the subject field of themessage. Then those whowant to ignore
(or peruse) such questions have an easy way of identifying them.

Often more than oneperson wants to know theanswer to thequestion
asked byB. Instead ofhaving each person ask the question orask Bfor the
answer, Bcan create a reply file of all of theanswers received to aquery.
A common variant on the does-anybody-know question is to ask the
question and then say that replies will be available in afile on the network
named "<something>." Anyonewho is interested can read the reply file. By
means ofthis procedure, more than one person can benefit from the query
procedure.

Whatif someone newjoins thenetwork ordidnotsee B's original query
and has the same question that Bhad? That person might broadcast the
same question. Redundant questions discourage potential readers by
cluttering upthe network with duplicate questions and discourage people
who provide answers byasking them to repeat themselves. Some organi
zations mitigate this problem and further leverage answers by creating
electronic archives on the network where reply files can be stored. Then
before a person asks adoes-anybody-know question, heorshe can check
the archive for recent replies to similar questions. In thisway people can
share knowledge across time as well as across space. In contrast tostandard
database systems that contain only answers, the archives of reply files
contain questions as well as answers and thus provide information onwhat
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people want to know aswell as what they do know. We have described an
extremely simple three-part procedure that can increase the effectiveness
of the broadcast query: (I) mark queries with an identifying symbol, (2)
create reply files of useful answers, and (3) make reply files accessible in
public archives.

Kmployees ot Tandem use the supplementary procedures we have
described to leverage broadcast queries. These procedures are available to
all employees but are used most by sales and service representatives. Asales
representative might describe a potential customer's situation and ask if
any other sales representatives had dealt with similar situations. Or a
service representative might ask if anyone had encountered a technical
configuration similar to one he or she was trying to debug. Box7.1 displays
some sample questions from the Tandem network. Based on a study
conducted by David Constant, we estimate that employees broadcast
about six questions a day that elicit about eight replies apiece. About half
of the question askers create reply files that can beread byall other Tandem
employees. Accordingto a study conducted byTom Finholt, the archive of
reply files is accessed over a thousand times a month. Through the
computer network, the does-anybody-know query, and some simple
supplementary procedures, Tandem employees can learn from their col
leagues no matter where they are located.

Box 7.1. Docs anybody know? questions.

Sent: 88-02-18

From: Kent Larson (Washington State)
To: All Tandem

Subject: 2: ?Dial-up SNAX/EXCHANGE RJE?

Hi All Tandem,

Does anyone out there know of a customer that uses DIAL-UP RJE
(SNAX/EXCHANGE) to/from an IBM?

Checked the Archive and didn't see anything like this.
Thank you!

Kent

Kent says that without electronic mail, he would have submitted this question as
a technical product report to headquarters and that it would have heen answered
within severalweeks. Kent received three answers to his message within a few days,
each of which he placed in a public reply file. Tiewas able to give a detailed answer
to his customer.
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Sent: 88-02-18

From: Dolly Hendricks (North Carolina)
To: All Tandem

Subject: 2:?? MIIS, MEES (COUSIN TO MUMPS)??

Howdy,
Anybody ever heard of this thing which I cannot spell?

Thanks!

Dolly

Dolly received eleven replies, sixof which she put in a reply file.

One can imagine that the electronic does-anybody-know procedure
could generate a flood of questions and no answers, thereby completely
defeating its purpose. Suppose you are a busy employee and you see a
request for information you can supply. Why should you take time and
effort to answer? The benefits to the asker and to your organization are

likely tobe much greater than the benefits toyou. Theories and studies of
this problem indicate that you will not supply as many answers as might
bemost beneficial to theorganization asa whole (Marwell andAmes 1979;
Messick and Brewer 1983; Thorn and Connolly 1987). Still, we have
observed several networkswherethisprocedureseems to work reasonably
well. Enough people voluntarily answer such questions that people find it
worthwhile to ask them. But it is important to realize that the procedure
depends fundamentally on the goodwill of people who are willing to
provide answers voluntarily when they see a question they can answer.
Supplementary procedures can help support goodwill.

Digests and Reviews
Another kind of electronic information-sharing procedure that relies on
voluntary participation is the digest orreview. In this procedure a moderator
or coordinator announces a topic and then collates and perhaps edits
messages sent inonthis topic. Thecollated material is then broadcast toall
interested parties.

The Forest Service, an organization long concerned with internal com
munication, is using such a system in which rangers send to Washington,
D.C., observations and ideas on topics ranging from pesticide use and
Seedlings to grizzly bears and marijuana growers. Each ranger sends
electronic mail about what is locallyimportant, using hisor herown words
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todescribe thetopic. Federal issues coordinators organize thisinformation,
make it available to rangers on-line, and use it to identify and develop
interpretations of emerging issues. Political trends, such asopposition to
below-cost timber sales or forest fire policies, can be identified and
evaluated before they becomedisruptive. When a congressional inquiry
arises, the Forest Service hasalready gathered theinformation, verified and
analyzed it, and developed aninterpretation (Stasz andBikson 1989). This
procedure resembles theuse of Lieutenant Ainsworth's card index because
it allowsa federal agency to respondrapidlyto congressional inquiry.The
fundamental difference is that the information in this system does not
consist of fixed-format responses in prespecified categories. Rather it
consistsof dynamic, evolvinginformation identifiedand described by the
rangers in their own words.

r_3~) Filters and Forums
As people find electronic communication helpful for exchanging infor
mation, participating in groups, meeting new people, and learning, the
volume of mail traffic will increase substantially. While sheer volume of
messages is not necessarily a problem, procedures for managing that
volumedo becomeimportant.Fourquitedifferentphilosophies formanaging
messagevolume aredeveloping in organizationstoday: prohibition, pricing
policies, software filters, and social forums. Each results in different
consequences for information exchange.

Prohibitionconfronts an increasing messagevolume by denying people
access to the mail system, to group membership, or to readers. This
philosophy may be imposed by officials on groups of employees or by
individual employees who choose to drop out of the mail system. This
strategy certainly confronts the volume "problem," but it also eliminates
the benefits that can derive from electronic communication.

Pricing policiescan be devised suchthat the system automatically charges
sources or recipientsof information, or both, for sending more or longer
messages. (It need not be a money-based system; for instance, people can
be given some limited number of communication units that they can then
distribute among messages as they wish.) Pricingpolicies are "rational" in
the sense that consumers and producers of information can decide if
receiving, or sending, longer or more frequent communications is worth
the price. If there is no adjustment for assets, this policy will penalize
employees who have fewer resources to pay for communications. It will
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also penalize those who have more useful things to say or who can make
best use of information.

Software solutions typically operate on the receiver's end of message
traffic. People can specify filters to sort their incoming mail into various
categoriesbefore they read it, based on who sent it or its topic (Malone et
al. 1987). For instance, messages from the boss might go in the urgent
folder and want ads messages in the junk mail folder. A variant of this
approach forthe futureenvisionsintelligentsoftwareagentsthat will roam
the network looking for publicly readable messageswith characteristics
specified asinteresting by the agent's owner.They would be placed in the
"interesting messages onthenetwork" folder. Software filters arebased on
the philosophy that people receiving mail are in the best position to
anticipate what they want to see.

Several characteristics of filtering systemsarenoteworthy. Filters depend
on people's being able to anticipate what they want to read in theirmail
traffic. This is often a reasonableassumption. Surely employees will want
to read mail from their boss, for instance. Furthermore, filtering systems
assume that the message environment contains relatively few surprises.
That is, people can anticipate what they want to see and write filters to
highlight that information. Messages that they cannotanticipate are not
likely to be interesting to them. These assumptions may hold for some
employees insome situations, but they certainly are not true for everyone
and, furthermore, run counterto the general trend in electronic commu
nication of discovering new people and new information. One study of
such amail filtering system found that some people who used it preferred
to filter mailafterthey hadread it rather than before (Mackay 1989).For
them, filters became auseful filing system aftertheyhadread messages. But
first they had toread themessages inordertoknowhowtocategorize them.
Finally, filtering systems do little to promote a sense of community. They
are oriented to people who extract benefit from the mail community by
receiving information, not to people who provide benefit to the mail
community by giving information.

An alternative philosophy on procedures for managing the volume of
mail focuses onestablishing social expectations aboutappropriate forums
forvariouskindsof messages. Distributionlistsandbulletinboardsareone
kind of forum. People are expectedto sendmessages relevant to the topic
of the particular list, and anyone interested inthattopic can expect to find
relevant material there. People join or visit these forums because they are
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interested intheirtopics.Because members aremotivatedby thetopic,they
arealso motivated to keep the forum interesting. Therefore, such forums
usually display self-policing of message behavior. That is,if a person sends
an inappropriatemessage,other forum members are likely to respond by
pointing out the inappropriateness.

The difference between an individual focus in filtering systems and a
community focusin socialforums ishighlightedbyconsideringhow people
respond to inappropriatebehavior. In a filtering system, peoplecan write
a rule to filter out messages sent by a person who is known to send
inappropriatemail (Mackay et al. 1989).Then those using filters no longer
haveto seethe offending messages. The personwhose behaviorisoffensive,
however, gets no feedback on that behavior; he or she does not know that
his or her messages are being filtered out and continues to behave
inappropriately. Carried to an extreme, this could produce a distribution
listinwhich no message wasreadby anypersonbecause everymemberhad
designed filters to screen themout. Butpeople kept sending messages to the
list because no one knew that no one was reading them. Bycontrast, in a
social forum, people are motivated to help others participate appropri
ately.

Another way of designating forums has been established at Tandem.
Their mail system is organized in three classes: first, second, and third.
First-class mail is designated for one-to-one messages between named
recipientsand for conversations insidegroups whose members are named
andknown to one another. Second-class mail is designated forcompany-
related broadcastmessages thatgoto theentireorganization orto everyone
ina particular region—for instance, announcements of personnel openings,
new trainingprograms, cafeteria menus, and summaries of industrynews.
The does-anybody-know messages are second-class messages that are
broadcast worldwide. Third-class mail is designated for extracurricular
messages. Forinstance, these may be restaurant or movie reviews or want
ads sent to everyone who lives in the same geographical region as the
sender. The message senderdesignates its mailclass, therebyacknowledg
ingthe sender'sresponsibilityincontributing to asocial forum.The system
helpswith this process. A messagesent to a named personisautomatically
classified as first class unless the senderrequestsotherwise.A message sent
from within a class folder automatically takes on the classdesignationof
the folder unless the sender requestsotherwise. Also, to avoid distracting
people,extracurricular messages arenot delivereduntil 5 p.m. Everyonehas
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three mail folders for incoming mail (one for each mail class). Incoming
messages are automatically sorted into their designated class folders.
Within such a system of class-based social forums, people can further
customize their mailboxes by writing additional personal filters if they
choose to. Tandem's first-class mail, mirroring mail systems in many
places, puts identified sources in touch with one another. Its second-class
and third-class mail bring together people who do not know one another
and often put peoplein touch with informationthey did not know existed.
The separation of electronic mail into classes shelters the forums for
strangers to meetandallowsthem to interactwithout interfering with first-
classcommunications among known coworkers.

If computer-based communication systemsdo more than simply speed
up old ways of transmitting old information, they will generate large
volumesof messages. Procedures formanaging messages will come to be
increasingly important. Itis fairly easy to imagine buildingsoftware to help
people filter their incoming mail, and these projects are useful. It is more
challenging and just as important to imagine building social forums to
encourage people who send mail to do so asa social contribution.

f V-) Mandatory Procedures
While all of the previous procedures described rely on voluntary partici
pation, it isalso possible to require participation ina variety of ways.

ft ) Procedures for Group Mail Project groups can use electronic mail to
coordinate their work by simultaneously linking and buffering group
members. When members use electronic distribution lists to send mail
simultaneously toall group members, they can bereminded of group goals
and member activity even between meetings (Wasby 1989; Eveland and
Bikson1988; Finholt, Sproull, andKiesler 1990).Managers cancapitalize
on this behavior by establishing a procedure requiring that every group
member bothread group mail regularly andcontribute bysending regular
electronic progress reports to othergroup members.

" Designated Experts Organizations can designate people or groups as
official experts on particular topics whose job is to field electronic
questions onthose topics. This procedure increases theefficiency of access
to theseknown expertsandallows expertsto prepare standard answers to
often-asked questions and to monitor the occurrence of classes of prob-


